
UPDATES #2 

UNIFORM / WAIVERS / EQUIPMENT  

As of: 10/25/19 

DATE SCHOOL LEVEL ISSUE CORRECTION 

     

9/9/19 Calhoun HS JV - B EQUIPMENT / WAIVER.  Nose Guard.  Warn not to be used without a 
waiver. Spoke to AD and showed him the Rules Interpretation 
document that a waiver is required 

9/11/19.  
School 
received 
waiver.  
Make sure 
it’s visible on 
at the score 
table 

9/10/19 Northshore 
HS 

V - G UNIFORM.  AD notified that uniform is not in compliance. Dark jersey, 
dark number no contrast 

 

9/10/19 Calhoun HS V - G UNFORM. Numbers on the front are located on upper left side of 
jersey near shoulder., opposed to the middle of the shirt 

RULE 
7.1.2.5.2.1 & 
7.1.2.5.2.2 
 
The number 
may be 
located in 
the front on 
the upper 
right or left 
of the jersey 
no more than 
5 inches 
down from 
the 
shoulder.  
 
Calhoun's 
uniform 
numbers are 
legal. 

 

9/10/19 Bethpage JV - G UNFORM. Numbers on the front are located on upper left side of 
jersey near shoulder., opposed to the middle of the shirt 

RULE 
7.1.2.5.2.1 & 
7.1.2.5.2.2 
 
The number 
may be 
located in 
the front on 
the upper 
right or left 
of the jersey 
no more than 
5 inches 
down from 
the 
shoulder.  
 
Bethpage's 



uniform 
numbers are 
legal. 

 

9/11/19 West 
Hempstead 

V- G UNIFORM: Libero and team jersey both very dark: players dark blue 
and libero dark red.  No contrast. 

 

9/12/19 Clarke HS B – V UNIFORM:  Numbers do not contrast jersey color.  Informed the 
coach.    

 

9/12/19 Oceanside 
HS 

B – V UNIFORM:  Libero uniform not contrasting with the players uniform 
Equal blend of red, white and blue in each uniform.  Inversion of 
colors. 

 

9/16/19 Roosevelt 
HS 

G – V Uniform: Home jersey – the number (yellow) is located inside a 
Volleyball design on the front jersey which is white.  The numbers are 
too small 

RULE 7.1.2.1 

     

9/17/19 MacArthur 
HS 

G – V #11 has a bandage near her ear – says it’s a 
Pimple. Check if it continues to be there. 

 

9/20/19 Bethpage 
HS 

B - V #16 is the libero. Is the number contrasting enough to allow 
individual to play 

 

NOT LEGAL 

9/11/19 Academy 
Charter HS 

G - V Players wear a black jersey and libero has a purple jersey. Classic non-
contrasting colors.  
 
Additionally front numbers on jersey seem to be smaller in size (Rule 
7.1.2.1).  Advise coach of the rule. 

Coach was 
warned by 
official that 
uniforms 
were not 
contrasting. 
The libero 
uniform must 
clearly 
contrast from 
the 
predominant 
color(s) of the 
jersey of 
his/her 
teammates', 
excluding 
trim; and a 
change 
should be 
made on the 
libero jerseys. 
RULE 7.1.1.2, 
Rules 
Interpretation 
pg 5. 

9/11/19 Roosevelt G - V Players had small numbers inside a volleyball design on a white  or RULE 7.1.2.1 



HS blue jersey shirt.  Difficult to read the numbers 

 
9/5/19 Roslyn HS B - JV Player # 17 has a torn sheet exactly in the center of the back number.  

Also, various players are wearing different color t shirts as under 
garment 

 

Coach was 
advised of 
both 
scenarios.  
Mentioned 
that it would 
be corrected.  
RULE 7.1.1.3 

9/20/19 Plainview 
JFK 

B - JV Team had two libero playing during each set.   Coach was 
informed that 
only one 
libero may be 
used during 
each set. 
RULE: 12.1.1 

9/20/19 Plainview 
JFK 

B - V 

 
 
Individual official requested to have the end of the wooden pole 
covered.  It’s the discretion of the official on a safety issue or concern. 
RULE 1.4.2.  However, the exposure of a wooden pole with no sharp 
edges is alright as well. 

Correction 
was accepted 
by coach.  
However, this 
scenario is 
good without 
any coverage.  
RULE: 2.1.1.5, 
2.3.2.1, 
2.3.2.3 



9/27/19 Elmont G-V 

 
Number on Jersey is Legal – advises Daniel 

 

10/1/19 Massapequa B-V 

 
LIBERO IS LEGAL 

 

10/1/19 Bethpage B-V 

 
NOT LEGAL – Number is NOT Contrasting 

 

10/4/19 GNN B-V Color of numbers on jersey do not contrast the body of the jersey.  
Coach said he would inform AD. 

 

10/4/19 Long Beach B-V Two players wearing two odifferent color long sleeve undershirts.  
Coach has been informed and said he would get it cleaned up for his 
next match. 

 

10/4/19 Seaford G-V LEGAL.  There is no metal showing and it is plastic. 

 
 
 

 

10/16/19 GNN B-V Great Neck North has a black jersey with dark blue numbers.  The 
uniform is illegal because of the combination of colors (dark on dark). 
The coach was notified of the illegal uniform. Teams did not want to 
protest but said they would if they meet at county. 

 

 



10/17/19 VSN B-V Valley Stream North #1 wears a religious head covering, coach was 
asked for the NYS waiver.  He said he had it on his phone.  He was 
informed it must be on the table.  The coach was not able to produce it 
on his phone and then mentioned it’s from last year.  Player is not 
allowed to play until VSN receives a NYS waiver.  

Must receive 
a NYS Waiver 
each year. 

10/21/19  G-V STICKERS are allowed. They are just like Band-Aids or athletic tape.  
(advises Daniel)  
 
 

 
 

 

10/21/19 ALL TEAMS  NCAA, NYSPHSAA and the NYSCVOA has suspended RULE 7.1.2.4, 
the contrasting number rule, for the remainder of the 2019 - 2020 
season.  The suspension of this rule is temporary and WILL be 
enforced starting with the 2020 - 2021 season.  Please notify coaches, 
so compliance will not be a problem next year.   
 
Beginning in 2020, the jersey number must be of a color that is 
clearly in distinct contrast with the color of the jersey, 
irrespective of any border around the number. 
 
2020-RULE 7.1.2.4...Numbers on the jersey must be solid-colored.  A 
"shadow" trim not to exceed 1/2 inch in width is allowable.  Either the 
body of the numbers or the surrounding trim must be a color that is in 
sharp contrast to the jersey color.  If trim is used, it must completely 
surround the number.  
 

 

10/25/19 New Hyde 
Park 

B-JV Player has religious head covering . . . he CANNOT play without a 
waiver on the table. 

MUST receive 
NYS waiver 
each year. 

10/25/19 MacArthur B-JV Player has religious head covering . . . he CANNOT play without a 
waiver on the table. 

MUST receive 
NYS waiver 
each year. 

 


